This article elaborates on the issue of recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in the Russian Federation. It is common knowledge that foreign companies seeking R&E in Russia suffered damage because of the broad interpretation of Russian public policy in the past decades. However, it is uncertain how the present judicial development appears like and where it will lead in the future. The article specifically considers two basic ideas on the issue at hand: one is slightly critical (Karabelnikov) while the second is rather optimistic in regard with the recent development (Zykov). The main goal is to introduce the issue to the respective readers and to try to inflame a discussion.
Introduction 1
The author would like to analyse the development of Russian judging on the issue of recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in Russia. It is widely acknowledged that some states of the Commonwealth of Independent States 2 have struggled with their judicial systems.
The reality is that despite the EU sanctions, the Czech business has its interest within Russian borders. Even in case of high reduction of international investment at the Russian territory the disputes from such a foreign investment might only display in years. Despite the fact that Czech businessmen invest mostly within EU, the occasional trading with Russian partners easily reach the extent of billions of Czech crowns.
Clarification of the legal basis -zooming in on the actual issue
International commercial arbitration is based on a principle of world-wide recognition & enforcement of arbitral awards 3 . Given two subjects having their domicile in different states, sometimes the only chance for reaching an agreement may be to conclude a contract containing the dispute resolution clause designating a neutral state as a place of the potential arbitration. The arbitration is still a popular means of dispute resolution, at least for case the contracting states are not both member states of the EU.
The key moment for this article comes when a company endowed with the final arbitral award seeks the enforcement of such an award in the Russian Federation.
The Russian Federation, as well as majority of other modern states, is a signatory state to United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York, 10 June 1958) 4 . The New York Convention is one of the cornerstones that led to development and expansion of the international commercial arbitration. On the grounds of the New York Convention, the signatory states undertake that their national courts and other respective authorities will, without further review, recognize and enforce the awards issued by foreign arbitrators. The Art. III New York Convention stipulates the following:
Each Contracting State shall recognize arbitral awards as binding and enforce them in accordance with the rules of procedure of the territory where the award is relied upon, under the conditions laid down in the following articles. [...] .
The formal outcome from the New York Convention should result in an equality between foreign and domestic arbitral awards.
Exceptions from the obligation to recognize and enforce the international arbitral award (in particular the public policy rule)
The above cited rule has its limits and exceptions. The exception relevant for this article is present in Art. V para. 2 New York Convention:
Recognition and enforcement of an arbitral award may also be refused if the competent authority in the country where recognition and enforcement is sought finds that:
(a) The subject matter of the difference is not capable of settlement by arbitration under the law of that country; or (b) The recognition or enforcement of the award would be contrary to the public policy of that country.
While under letter a) is the issue of non-arbitrability 5 , the letter b) contains the exception to the public policy rule that shall be described in detail, in particular from the Russian perspective.
The term "public policy" is a vague legal term that surely needs a further definition and interpretation. It shall be noted that the public policy does not have any universal (international) meaning and the New York Conventions itself does not provide any closer leads about it 6 . Due to the political and cultural diversity between signatory states, it is understood in every state differently.
In this article, the author would like to present his own introduction to the respective issue based on the experience gained by studying first handed Russian sources, i.e. literature, judicature and statistics.
The key part of this article consists of presentation of the Russian views on the public policy in regard with the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards and further, analysis of conflict between the figures arising from surveys processed by Russian scholars, Boris Karabelnikov 7 and Roman Zykov 8 .
The ultimate question and goal is to determine whether the problem of interpretation of public policy is existing, current and what are the reasons behind it.
Placing public policy among other essential issues
All the CIS States legally follow the same grounds for setting aside / refusal of recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards as the New York Convention and the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration (version 2006) 9 .
Given the extent of this article, the author specifically picked one of a few grounds for refusing the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in Russia: conflict with the public policy of the Russian Federation. However, it must be noted that the issue at hand does not stand in an isolation within the There is no single definition of the public policy and even within borders of a single state it might be difficult to find the common understanding. Fortunately, most of the modern states have a judicial system capable of dealing with diversity of such interpretations. In Russia, as well as in the Czech Republic, such instrument is an obligatory supremacy effect of court ruling of the higher judicial instances 11 . Russian understanding of the term "public policy" shall be sought both in Russian jurisprudence and the court practice. In the theory, the public policy could be categorized as Material public policy -Procedural public policy 12 ; and National public policy -International public policy.
According to some scholars the more relevant "public policy" to the issue at hand is the international public policy (regardless of the material or procedural aspects) 13 .
International public policy could be defined as international obligations of the Russian Federation with respect to the nature of such relations with the international element 14 . The difference between the two doctrines is described as the national public policy stands for dealing with internal matters while the international public policy deals with application of foreign laws and recognition and enforcement of foreign judgements and arbitral awards 15 . The international public policy is also covers fundamental legal principles with higher imperativeness, universality, special public significance and components of economic, political and legal system incl. the international obligations of Russian Federation together with the respective international relations connected to foreign law and order 16 .
With all the respect to the Russian jurisprudence in regard with the international public policy, the fact is that neither the New York Convention 17 , the Russian laws, nor the Russian court practice distinguish between the forms of the public policy. The key term that stands ahead is "the public policy of the Russian Federation", regardless of the theoretical classification and it is often interpreted as:
• Foundations of the legal order 18 ; • Fundamentals of legal order, universally accepted morality principles, as well as state defence interests 19 ; • The system of principles and values that constitute the national public policy which cannot be ignored even in international affairs 20 ; • Fundamental legal principles that carries higher imperatives, universality, special social and public significance 21 ; • Fundamentals of the law of the Russian federation including the principle of independence and impartiality of the court and the principle of legality of a decision 22 ; • Fundamentals of the law of the Russian federation whose violation could result into unacceptable decision from the perspective of Russian legal awareness 23 ; • Fundamentals of the law of the Russian federation rooted namely in the constitution and other legal acts of the Russian Federation 24 .
However, there are also other interpretations and applications that are taken into account (see below).
Development of recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in the Russian federation focusing on the public policy

Brief Looking Back to the Soviet Union Era
Russian legal system and legal culture, as well as legal systems of all the states of the CIS region 25 struggle with the heritage of the Soviet law 26 . No foreign arbitral award had been enforced within Soviet borders until 1980s 27 . During the Soviet era, there were solely two arbitral entities resolving disputes with the foreign counterparts -Foreign Trade Arbitration Commission and Maritime Arbitration Commission. Due to the fact that the arbitrators resolving the disputes could be only the citizens of the Soviet Union, many western practitioners complained about their impartiality 28 .
Once the Soviet Union was dissolved and the foreign investment increased, the volume of the disputes resolved before arbitral tribunals in Russia rapidly increased 29 . This was naturally followed by the increase of the volume of attempts for recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards.
Current Legal Sources
Unlike the Czech Republic, the Russian Federation developed led into adopting two different arbitral acts (one for the domestic arbitration and one for the international commercial arbitration).
The domestic arbitration is regulated by Federal Law No. 382-FZ on arbitration (arbitral proceedings) issued on 29 December 2015. One of the reasons for adopting of this brand new law was the chaotic domestic situation. In the recent years, there were many arbitrators and arbitral institutions providing low quality services. The government took a step and reorganized the rules for the domestic arbitration by starting licencing so called Permanent Arbitral Institutions 30 . The Civil Procedural Code and the Arbitrazh Procedural Code also play a vital role in recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards 31 .
The international commercial arbitration has its own rules in Federal Law No. 5338-1-FZ on international commercial arbitration issued on 7 July 1993. This act in based on the UNCITRAL Model Law (version 2006) 32 . The main international source related to the issue at hand is the New York Convention. It is binding for the Russian Federation from the day of the constitution of the federation as Russia is the continuer of the Soviet Union who ratified the New York convention 33 . The Arbitrazh Procedural Code has its role in regard with the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards that concern business matters or other economic activities, while the Civil Procedural Code has significance within the residual scope, such as labour disputes etc.; Mezhdunarodnyi i vnuternyi publicnyi poriadok, p. 2 32 The Law and Practice of International Arbitration in the CIS Region, p. 257 33 As an exception, the New York Convention obliges the Russian Federation to enforce the awards rendered in non-member states only in case of reciprocity.
The potential conflicts between the domestic law and the international treaties are (legally) settled in Art. 15 para. 4 of the Russian Constitution by the following wording:
If an international treaty or agreement of the Russian Federation fixes other rules than those envisaged by law, the rules of the international agreement shall be applied. 34 Other recent changes related to the enforcement of foreign awards were grounded in revision of Russian arbitration laws in 2016. The changes included the widening of the scope of arbitrable disputes, as arbitrability is one of the conditions of recognition and enforcement.
The Losing Parties' Argumentation of Defence against the Recognition and Enforcement of Arbitral Awards in Russia
As proof of the significance of this topic it must be pointed out that according to the scholars (and also in line with the Roman Zykov's survey -see below) the public policy argument is one of the most frequent grounds of challenging the foreign arbitral awards in Russia 35 .
It shall be also noted that, the parties that challenge the enforcement of the awards should be, in theory, in a very difficult position, because • In accordance with both the current court practice (see below) and legal theory it is the defending party who bears the burden of proof in this matter 36 and • the courts can rule if favour of the refusal of recognition and enforcement in very rare situations, i.e. ultima ratio 37 .
The loosing respondents challenge the recognition and enforcement with various arguments, and they, of course, tend to cumulate reasoning in order ma maximize the chance for the ultimate refusal. It will be shown in the figures below, such respondents very often argue with the conflict with the public policy of the Russian Federation and moreover, they are relatively successful with this approach. From the overall sources and from the discussion with Russian scholars the author is of an impression that once the loosing respondent manages to convince the court to review the arbitral award on the merits, such action creates a huge window for a different legal opinion 38 . It shall be noted that the review on merits if strictly against both the international practice 39 Besides attempts on review on the merits the losing respondents use various indirect claims to challenge the arbitral agreement contained in the relevant material contract, as the Russian corporate law prohibits to conclude certain contracts without adequate consent of majority of the shareholders 40 .
There are, of course, other various arguments that the respondents use. The author assumes that most of them are fortunately dealt with in the judicature of the high courts (see below).
Practice of the Courts and its Impact
The major step was taken on 26 February 2013 when the Higher Arbitration Court of the Russian Federation 41 issued Informative letter No. 156 with the headline "the overview of the court's practice concerning the public policy doctrine as a ground for refusal of recognition and enforcement of foreign judgements and arbitral awards", and it did so in order to achieve the single interpretation of the Russian public policy within the entire Russian territory.
The Informative letter is formulated as a twelve bullet points each describing a little different issue in regard with the interpretation of the public policy. Most of the points promotes the final ruling of the higher courts as the judgements with advisory and moreover, binding effect.
In the view of the author, the ideas and patterns contained in the Informative letter are mostly convincing, rational and in line with the international practice. The most relevant ideas are the following:
• The review of the foreign judgement / arbitral award shall not lead towards examination on the merits 42 ; • The party that challenges the recognition and enforcement of the foreign judgement / arbitral award is obliged to present evidence that such judgement is contrary to the Russian public policy 43 ; • The fact that the goods do not meet the minimal technical standards set by the law of the Russian Federation does not automatically mean that a party cannot acquire the property right to these goods, thus there is no conflict with the public policy 44 ;
40 Indirect Claim might be a motion that does not come directly from the respondent, but rather from its shareholder. 41 The word "Arbitration" in the court's name does not stand for the arbitration in the common sense as it was a state court dealing with commercial disputes. • The court shall refuse the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgement / arbitral awards on the grounds of conflict with the Russian public policy only in exceptional cases and such action shall be in line with the special provisions of international conventions and Russian laws 45 ; • The mere fact that there is no analogical provision within the Russian law as the provision applied before the arbitral tribunal, shall not implicate the conflict with the Russian public policy 46 ; • The mere fact that the arbitral tribunal conditioned an acceptance of a procedural act of a party by payment of security shall not implicate the conflict with the Russian public policy 47 ; • Presence of a typing mistake that does not have any material impact on the award shall not be considered as a reason for refusal of the recognition and enforcement of a judgement / arbitral award on the grounds of the conflict with the Russian public policy 48 ; • The court shall recognize a foreign judgement / arbitral award as corresponding with the Russian public policy if the respective proceedings that led to such decision met the criteria of independence and impartiality of the arbitrators 49 .
In regard with all the above mentioned points, in retrospective, there are some recent sceptical evaluations. Although no one dispute the relevance of the Informative Letter, is has been sad that there are still significant defaults concerning the interpretation of the term public policy in Russia, namely in regard with the refusal of recognition of foreign arbitral awards 50 .
In 2003, Federal Arbitrazh Court 51 for the Volgo-Viatskiy Region refused to enforce of an ICC award 52 stating that enforcing the awards might lead to insolvency dissolution of the defendant and subsequently it could have a negative economic impact on the social and economic situation in the region, thus, it would be against the Russian public policy 53 . In 2015 the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation ruled that "awarding damages to a person for making unauthorized modifications with equipment owned by another person was contrary to Russian public policy" 54 .
In another court proceeding the court of the first instance refused the recognition and enforcement of Swedish arbitral award. The judge stated that it is contrary to the Russian public policy if such awards strips the supplier of his warranty obligations towards an operator of a power plant and therefore creates threat to the normal operation of such device 55 .
The above mentioned court's findings were examples of uncommon, however apparently not rare rulings of the Russian courts that do not meet the international standards.
Thus, the overall practice of the Russian courts, during the years, led to the key change of approach of the entitled foreign claimants. One of the leading Russian scholars, Boris Karabelnikov stated that " [...] the rate of enforcement of foreign arbitral awards rendered outside territories of the CIS States reached some sixty per cent in 2014, and then began to decline. It also worth noting that according to the author's research the number of Western arbitral awards rendered against Russian respondents and subsequently brought for enforcement to Russia had dramatically declined after 2015: by contrast to situation which took place some ten years ago most of such awards are now enforced in the West or just performed voluntarily, since almost all major Russian companies nowadays have assets in the West. 56 "
The Brief Introduction to the Mechanism of Recognition and Enforcement in Russia
Foreign arbitral awards can be recognized and enforced by the Russian state courts in line with the New York Convention and according to the domestic procedural rules that comply with the New York Convention 57 .
(i) The entitled party shall acquire a writ of execution from the state court of the first instance where the debtor resides • either commercial court (arbitrazh court) or a court of general jurisdiction depending on the nature of the respective award; • the award shall be recognized unless the opposing party objects the recognition and enforcement within one month from receiving notice about the initiation of the respective recognition procedure;
(ii) afterwards, the entitled party shall file a motion to the Russian bailiff service in line with the Law on Execution Procedure 58 ;
(iii) further procedure should follow the standard schema of enforcement of domestic judgements and awards.
Statistics and numbers
The author acquired two surveys that include some relevant figures. Firstly, it is Boris Karabelnikov's survey from 2009 that shows some general figures and secondly Roman Zykov's detailed survey from 2018 as presented below.
Boris Karabelnikov and his Figures 59
Boris Karabelnikov summarizes his comparative survey from 2009, on the possible (mis)using of the legal instruments for the refusal of foreign arbitral awards in Russia as follows:
• While ca. 90 % of the foreign arbitral awards that are subject to the procedure of recognition and enforcement in the western world are successfully enforced or at least processed towards the successful enforcement 60 , • less than 50 % of the foreign arbitral awards succeeded in such a procedure 61 . www.jus.uio.no, 26. 5. 2009 [cit. 14. 49. 2019 Apart from the above mentioned table there are at least two other relevant outcomes to be addressed:
Roman Zykov and his Figures
• The most frequent reason for the refusal of recognition and enforcement of the foreign arbitral awards in the Russian Federation is the art. V para. 2 letter b) New York Convention, i.e. the public policy, followed by art. V para. 1 letter b) New York Convention, i.e. inability to present the case before the tribunal. • Zykov presents a simple but straight pattern: The more money is involved, the lesser is the chance for the successful recognition and enforcement.
Conflict of the figures
From the table it is very clear that the overall figures are way more positive in comparison with the Karabelnikov's survey from 2009. Karabelnikov shows that the average amount of granted enforcement decisions in 2009 was less than 50 %, while the Zykov's survey states that the result was over 66 % for the same year and moreover, even higher in the following years.
Not long before submitting this article, Boris Karabelnikov published a reaction to Zykov's survey, and he stated:
"A comprehensive survey of the Russian Arbitration Association providing a thorough study of enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in Russia from 2008 Russia from to 2017 reveals more optimistic figures (between sixty and eighty nine per cent of all motions for enforcement of the foreign arbitral awards, depending upon instances of the Russian arbitrazh courts considering the matter, being granted), however the author, admitting its mathematical accuracy, does not share the optimism of the that study. Firstly, the very survey admits that as a matter of quantum of awards brought for enforcement in Russia, only fifty eight per cent of awarded moneys were granted enforcement in Russia. Secondly, the bulk of the foreign awards included in the study of the Russian Arbitration Association were rendered in Ukraine and Belarus and comprise tiny amounts (in scale of international arbitration), in the opinion of the author enforcement of those awards should be studied separately from awards of Western arbitration institutions rendered in expensive proceedings and considering sizeable claims. Thirdly, in the course of most recent years even Ukrainian awards are not enforced in Russia [...] , which fact is not reflected in the study. Lastly, the 10-years long study also fails to reflect that from 2014 to 2018 there were submitted for enforcement in Russia just 13 awards of Western arbitral institutions, and only in 7 of those cases the leaves for enforcement were granted (those latter figures represent the result of the author's own research). For that reason the author submits that although all date of that survey of the Russian Arbitration Association is correct, the very methodology of that study does not allow to formulate any reliable conclusions. 63 " According to the author's knowledge, the fact is that the CIS States share similar historical legal background. Thus, given that Zykov's survey is based almost solely on the awards rendered in the CIS States, the survey is not entirely reliable.
In the author's view, in order to analyse such purely international topic, one should use the entry data of a truly international nature, i.e. worldwide arbitral awards. Since this condition has never been met and many scholars share the author's view, it shall be concluded that Zykov's positive figures do not give evidence of the alleged improvement of the situation. 63 International Handbook on Commercial Arbitration, p. 76
Possible causes and reasons behind (mis)using of the public policy argument
It shall be noted that one of the most direct, first-handed evaluation of reliability of Russian courts comes from the business itself. Once the Czech businessman begin to invest into project in Russian territory it is rational to visit the website of Exportní garanční a pojišťovací společnost, a.s. 64 EGAP evaluates the foreign territories with respect to the "territorial risk". The Russian Federation received the grade "4" (on the scale 0-7, given 0 is equal to none territorial risk and 7 is equal to maximum territorial risk -data from 1/2/2019) 65 . Russian courts are also considered as strongly depended on the political power and the courts are labelled with corruption and clientelism 66 .
It is also asserted that the lower courts have low or any experience with the arbitration and there is a higher risk of corruption 67 .
Karabelnikov further claims that the Russian courts' attitude always tended towards litigation, rather than arbitration. Moreover, it is imperative to realize that the Moscow courts are not the sole authorities for dealing with requests for recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. More likely, it is provincial state courts who have jurisdiction over the recognition and enforcement of such awards due to the fact that the Russian respondents often reside in the areas of the heavy industry such as Siberia or other distant Russian territories. Hence, such state courts might display a significant lack of applicable experience 68 .
Another historical element in this regard might be still relatively strong continuance (succession, respectively), of the soviet legal system and overall approach. At that time, the state courts used to rule in favour of the state / governmental / national interest, later on, following by privileging the companies owed by the state or favoured individuals 69 .
Summary & conclusion
The claimant equipped with the arbitral awards is allowed to secure its interests basically worldwide in line with the New York Convention. Such claimant needs to determine where is located the respondent's most accessible assets. In case the equal asset is both in Russia and in another state, the claimant simply chooses the enforcement in the other state over the enforcement in Russia. As quoted above (Karabelnikov) , it is only rational that the entitled claimant choose the option not to seek the enforcement in Russia, if possible. It will take time for foreign businessmen to realize that the situation in Russia is (slowly) getting better, moreover, the improvement of Russian courts is depended on the volume of its practise. Hence, the more of the foreign businessmen seek the enforcement in Russia, the more experience the Russian courts get. It is imperative to give the lower courts a chance to use the good practice based on the quality ruling of the higher instance courts arising from the leadership of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation.
One cannot oppose the respective attorney who advise his client to refrain from filing a request for recognition and enforcement in the Russian Federation as the odds for success has always been lower than in the majority of modern states. However, in the author's view this might exactly be the key problem preventing the desired improvement.
The statistics suggest certain improvement in regard with the last 10 years, however in the author's opinion the entry data to the Zykov's survey show that the outcome of the survey might not be reliable as the evidence for improvement of the situation. Thus, the issue of (mis)using of refusal of foreign arbitral awards on the grounds of conflict with the public policy of the Russian Federation still prevails.
